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IN THIS CONTACT
WORDS OF OUR BELOVED
PROPHET
n The need of an Israeli Gandhi…
n How to lead a meditation …
n Smile even if you don’t want to,
it will give you the desire to
smile more…
NEWS AND VIEWS
n Is the pope infallible?
n

Are the Raelians making their
own crop-circles?

n

Why is it that the US army is
banning torture procedure only
now?

Our Beloved Prophet enjoying a real Swiss fondue with Philippe, the
National Guide and Gerard, the Continental Guide, during his visit to
Switzerland.

GHANA BOYCOTT

Thank you all for making it happen… the President of Ghana must have received hundreds of letters… you
can still send yours if you haven’t done so yet.
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WORDS OF OUR BELOVED PROPHET
Another message from the Mashiah Rael to the people of isRael:
Where is the Israeli Gandhi?
Only love and sharing can save the world. Where
is the Israeli Gandhi?
1.5 million people are dying in the Palestinian
territories... Will Israel let the rest of the world save the
survivors when half of them will be dead? This would
fuse a huge worldwide Anti-Semitic wave. If Israel is
the one saving the Palestinians, providing them with
food, water, medicine, and electricity before the rest of
the world intervenes, then everybody will applaud and
respect Jewish people.
The creation of the State of Israel is the cause of the
Palestinian drama, and even if Israel has the right to
exist, it has also the obligation to avoid a Palestinian
genocide by providing help and saving a starving population. As an immediate neighbor and an historic
cause of the problem, it has the responsibility to act humanely.
Can a country with an annual income per capita of $20,000 accept to have an immediate neighbor having
only an annual income per capita of $700 without doing anything, especially when it is responsible for the
problem? Would any European nation or even the United States tolerate to have a country like that at its
border without intervening? The whole world is watching Israel and it's time for this nation to show them
that the Chosen People are humane and capable of love and compassion.
Instead of tanks it should be trucks full of food and water, and connecting the Palestinian electricity and
water grids to Israeli supplies. A Jewish Gandhi is needed who would make the whole of humanity respect
the Jewish people for a long time.

SMILE, THIS WILL GIVE YOU THE DESIRE TO SMILE…
Our Beloved Prophet attended the last Raelian meeting in Switzerland near Lausanne. It was a beautiful
surprise for the Raelians there to meditate with him. It was Valerie who directed the meditation that day
and we could feel the pleasure he had to follow her lead.
“I am so happy to see that you can be better than me, happy to see young people who joined us a few
years ago and who can lead a meditation with so much beauty.”
He also gave us some advises to lead a meditation that we can all practice. J
« When you lead a meditation, everyone around you has his eyes closed and so nobody can see you. It is
then that you must smile. When you smile with people looking at you, you may smile because you are
polite or plenty of other reasons. The most important smiles are those no one can see. The one you have
when you look at yourself in the mirror. Smile for yourself. A smile affects your brain because when you
smile at yourself, you smile to your consciousness. It is very powerful.
If you smile to be polite, it isn’t very important. You must smile for the joy to feel that you are.
We talk about imitation during seminar and of the fact that the brain doesn’t make a difference between
what the body does and what it imagines it is doing. By pretending, you can feel the same emotions as if
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you were really living them. If you pretend you are angry for example, you can really become angry.
Athletes train their muscles by visualizing.
Smile when you don’t feel like it, it will give you the desire to smile.
Smile when you lead a meditation….”
Also regarding meditation, he told us that there isn’t an ideal position for meditation but what matters is to
feel comfortable. If you think you must be in a lotus position to meditate well and you have never trained
your knees to be in that position, there are chances that you will feel very uncomfortable. It isn’t the right
position for you then. You must find what is good for you.
During this beautiful morning spent with our Beloved Prophet, Philippe Chabloz, the Swiss National Guide
made a beautiful testimony. He explained that one day he was talking with one of his old friends and the
guy refered to our Beloved Prophet saying “your pal Rael”. Philippe stopped him right away and explained
that Rael wasn’t his pal nor his friend, but his Prophet, the spiritual leader he chose.
Rael explained then that this is true, that he doesn’t have friends and he doesn’t want any. He said that it
isn’t possible to be friend with Jesus, Buddha or the Elohim. They are guides and not friends and this is a
relation that is way superior. He said that he prefers our love rather than our friendship.
In the same way, we cannot consider the Elohim as our friends.
They love us, with a love that is so huge, without hormones
involved, a love that is pure consciousness… and it is possible for
us to develop the same love in all our relations and it is what
exists between Raelians, a spiritual love. Whatever the place we
go on the planet, we find the same love between Raelians, an
immediate and unconditional love.
The Elohim are here to love us eternally and to guide us when
things are going wrong.
Our Beloved Prophet also reminded us of the teaching regarding
the importance to always put the priority on the Elohim’s
teachings so that one cannot be fooled by one’s emotions or by a
pseudo-rationality which make us suffer (see contact 317 in the
article about the Japanese seminar). To follow the teachings of
the Elohim is the only solution. We can apply it with our eyes
closed as all the main principles are enounced there.
To abandon oneself to the teachings of the Elohim, it is also an act of humility as one admits then that
one’s own brain may be wrong..
This teaching will be more developed during the coming seminars… do not miss the coming one in
England, in two weeks only!!
See you there J
On the picture Larissa giving her smile and her beautiful art during the Swiss meeting
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NEWS AND VIEWS
IF THE POPE APOLOGIZES, HE THEN ADMITS THAT HE IS NOT INFALLIBLE
And then destroys the "Canon" of the Catholic Church that states
that popes are infallible and cannot make mistakes.

As you may have heard, Pope Benedict XVI referred to Islam in one of his
speeches quoting an Emperor stating that the Prophet Mohamed brought only
violence and fanatics. He is now facing the situation where either he recognizes
that he has made a mistake - and by that fact admits that the popes are not
infallible - or he sticks to his words, despising another faith, fueling more violence
and hatred, and keeping up with the tradition established by past infallible popes.
Either way, the Catholic Church exposes its true self.
To link violence and faith as the Pope did in his speech, is an interesting exercise coming from the leader
of a church, the Catholic Church, which has been responsible for millions of deaths in the past and still is
today with its anti-condom policy, killing thousands of followers who would trust that god will prevent them
from getting AIDS.
Too many people have been killed in the name of God. Faith creates fanatics.
Let’s apply what our Beloved Prophet gives us as a rule regarding fanatical behavior: “The only thing one
can be fanatical of is absolute non-violence”.
It doesn’t require any faith to apply this rule, but a clear and loving consciousness. J

THE US ARMY MANUAL FINALLY BANS TORTURE…
Why did it take so long?
A revised US Army Field Manual has been recently published which bans torture and the degrading
treatment of prisoners. Banned procedures include forced nakedness, hooding and threatening prisoners
with dogs. According to Lt. Gen. John Kimmons, Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence, it also
explicitly bans beating prisoners, sexually humiliating them, depriving them of food or water, performing
mock executions, shocking them with electricity, burning them, causing other pain and a technique called
"water boarding" that simulates drowning…
The Prophet Rael made the following comments after the announcement of such a ban:
“How is it possible that ‘the most advanced country on Earth’, the ‘country of freedom’, had to wait until
2006 to have such a guideline?
Another interesting question: will the USA now accept, like all other countries, to have its soldiers possibly
judged by the International Court for Crimes against Humanity?
And finally, did they refuse until now to be liable to this court because they knew too well they were not
respecting Human Rights?
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In the last century, American forces have been involved in numerous conflicts, and of course, not having
such a "guideline", were able to do terrible things... And in fact such a "guideline" was not needed as the
USA was supposed to respect the Geneva Convention at the first place.
Now, an interesting map should be made to show countries where America had a positive image before
Bush, and where American citizens were able to travel without any risk, which was the majority of the
planet , and the same map now, where it's totally the opposite.
The US government website advising US tourists shows that, in a vast majority of the planet and in more
and more countries, there is a warning to US tourists to adopt a low profile and avoid some places. What a
contrast! American tourists who could previously enjoy being welcomed almost everywhere on this planet
now see the number of countries they can visit safely, shrinking more and more! Winning hearts and
minds?”

Our Support was sent this week to:
The Twenty-three peace activists cycling from London to Jerusalem to get wheels turning in the
Middle East peace process who will make a second attempt to enter Jenin in the West Bank, having been
denied entry by Israeli officials for the past two days. “When they tried to enter the West Bank, they were
detained for eight hours," said Laura Abraham, the Peace Cycle 2006 founder. "No valid reason was given.
Spurious explanations were provided by officials, and despite phone calls to the Israeli authorities from the
British consulate, the group was told it would not be permitted to cross indefinitely."
A Danish newspaper- Information - that has printed six cartoons about the Holocaust commissioned
by Iran after cartoons of the Prophet Muhammad triggered violent protests.
These cartoons on display in the Iranian capital, Tehran, were done in response to the Mohamed
caricatures row of last year. They contrast the plight of the Palestinians with that of the victims of the
Holocaust. The organizers of the competition said they were testing the West's commitment to freedom of
speech.
Our congratulations to this Danish newspaper for supporting the freedom of speech.
The Kazakh President Noursoultan Nazarbaïev, who inaugurated the "Palace of Peace and
Reconciliation" in Astana, Kazakhstan a few days ago. This 62 meter high pyramid, made of stone, steel
and glass, was conceived to symbolize the friendship between religions and nations and its mission is the
promotion of the equality of Men and the understanding of religions and renouncement of violence. Even if
it is not completed, the President of the Republic, wants it to be ready to welcome the second "Congress of
the Leaders of World Religions" in mid-September.
The Council Representative of Black Associations (CRBA/CRAN) which denounced the definition of
the term "colonization" appearing in the last edition of the Petit Robert Reference Dictionary, which
establishes that the colonization of a country corresponds to a "development, exploitation of the countries
that became colonized" which is, of course, unacceptable.
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GHANA DIFFUSION
Less than two weeks ago, we learned that an international conference of homosexuals and lesbians to be
held in Accra, Ghana, had been cancelled by the Ghana government. The organizer of the conference had
to flee out of the country. Some homosexual Raelians were able to express our support to him on his way
to exile. To protect him, we will not mention his whereabouts.
Our Beloved Prophet asked us to denounce this situation, organize a boycott of all Ghana products,
including tourism and to express our protest to the Ghana government.
And so, worldwide, On September 15th, Raelians were in front of the Ghana embassies or consulates to
express their deep concern.
Lili-Peace who was born in Ghana, met with the Ghanaian “charge d’affaire” in Bern, Switzerland who
could only say that the Ghanaian law forbids homosexuality… After discussion with Lili-Peace though, he
admitted that since he has been living abroad, he started to accept different life styles better J
Friend, the person in charge for the group of Raeliens in Berlin met the Ambassador and Consul in person
and submitted our letter of protest. After having translated the letter, they have confirmed to him to have
transmitted this letter to the Minister for Information and National Policy, Mr. Kwame Bartels.
Michio the National Guide of Japan has also met with the Ambassador in Tokyo.
The most colorful delegation was in Korea
where two Raelian men were disguised as
women, which drew a lot of attention, while
Queen, one of this summer’s newly nominated
Guides, met with the Consul of Ghana.
As for Phyllis, she went to Washington, DC, to
deliver the letter to the currently posted
Ambassadors in the US. After having waited for
some time in the waiting room, she had to make
do with giving the letter to the assistant... the
Ambassador was on the telephone with the
President...
Did our letter make its way to him? In any case,
many of you who read this have sent numerous
letters to him. Here is one written by Marcus... if you haven’t sent yours, you can use his for inspiration.
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Dear Mr. John Agyekum Kufuor, the President of Ghana,
As a Raelian Scientist, a British Citizen and a human being, I would like to protest against your decision to ban
the conference for homosexuals due to take place at the Accra International Conference Centre. I would also
like to recommend that you use this opportunity to review your policy towards homosexuality and legalize it.
As a scientist, I can assure you that research proves that homosexuality is natural. Some people are born
heterosexual, some people are born homosexual and some people are born bisexual. This is programmed by
genes and hormonal balance during certain well defined periods of gestation while the baby is still in the
mother’s womb. So to condemn a child for being born homosexual is like condemning a baby for being born
black instead of white. As you know, we are all human underneath our different skin colors and deserve equal
rights, and similarly we are all human underneath our sexual orientation and also deserve equal rights.
Where did this mistaken prejudice against homosexuality come from?
It was certainly not part of Ghanaian tradition, since before the white man came, there was no such hostility
towards homosexuals. In fact before colonization, there was much respect for homosexuality in Africa. It was
the colonizers and slave-masters who brought these inhumane values with them, and by copying their values,
as you are presently doing, you are buying into the slave-masters’ inhumanity and becoming like them. They
too believed they were doing the right thing in the name of god, but of course they were wrong, so please do
not try to emulate them and make the same mistakes as they did.
Imagine how your forefathers would turn in their graves if they saw you abandoning their good traditional
values and adopting the very inhumanity that their slave-masters used to oppress them.
I know, and applaud your policy on modernizing Ghana and bringing it into the 21st century, but by copying
these old primitive western values you are pulling your excellent country backwards not forwards.
And now, if we look at the countries who respect human rights the most, we also see that they respect freedom
of choice for sexual orientation, and we also see that in those countries people are the happiest and most
prosperous. As an Oxford graduate in economics, you know that the more human rights are respected, the
better the economic growth. Surely that is what you would wish for your country?
And furthermore, by disrespecting homosexuals, your country itself is losing the respect of the rest of the
modern free world, which is a great pity for such an excellent country as yours. I certainly intend to boycott all
Ghanaian products, but I will not be the only one. As more people start to hear about your slave-master-like
infringement of human rights, millions of other people will join in the boycott, slowing tourism to a standstill in
your country and Ghana will be the laughing stock of the modern world.
Please do not do this to your wonderful country, and I urge you to use this as the perfect opportunity to review
your policy and legalize homosexuality.
Best wishes,
Dr Marcus Wenner
Association of Raelian Scientists
National Institute of Neuroscience
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Uriel also sent us some interesting points regarding homosexuality in Africa:

“It is very important to state that before the arrival of Islam and Christianity, in most African tribes,
homosexuals were not rejected or discriminated, on the contrary they were praised and adored, they were
often the priests of the community, the artists and sometimes worshipped as demi-gods, as according to
some traditions they were neither man nor woman, but both, and approaching this more like the gods,
which were considered has both woman and man at the same time, or in other words very feminine ...
when Christian African groups say that homosexuality came to Africa from the West, that it is not an
African habit, but that it came from the white man and his bad habits, this is not true at all! In a lot of
African tribes we have always known homo-parents, where for instance two women live together and both
raise a child, the genetic father of the child having been used only to give birth to the child and having no
right at all to the child (Kyukus in Kenya, the Bobos in Burkina Faso, the Masai in Tanzania and Kenya, and
so on ) J “

MORE DIFFUSION IN THE WORLD
IN UK, at the Notting Hill Carnival!
By Sakina UK diffusion assistant

The most famous
and exciting carnival in the UK took place on the 27th and 28th of August. A great event for African artists
from all over the world to show their talent in various performances. We joined this wonderful march
throughout the streets.
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The UK team had only one week to prepare everything!!! We thought it would be a fantastic opportunity to
inform people about Clitoraid.
600 flyers were distributed during the march, with great success. People were very curious and interested,
we got lots of questions. For some of us, it was a very emotional moment to explain our actions... thinking
of all those who are in dire need of Clitoraid’s help.
ITL channel was there filming the parade, they interviewed me and took a flyer away with them. All the
flyers were gone and we also got in the media! So our mission was accomplished!
We will continue our effort here with plans of our next project to distribute Clitoraid flyers to local hospitals
and Black Community centres. We hope to plan many more events in the coming year.

In Spain

And yes, we have not wasted any time right after the Seminars in Slovénia. Two conferences
were organized very quickly and took place in Barcelona. They were organized by the master
hand of Gabriel Barra and Carmen, with the invaluable assistance of Marcel Farina and Joel
Garcia.
Here is their report:
“We are ready for new adventures in the country of Iberia - Olé!!!!!
It’s with our captain - a rare pearl- Marcel
Farina, that I joined the amazing team, made
up of Gabriel, Carmen, Benoit, Princess
Loona, and Franscisco - Spaniard in flesh and
sometimes castanets, who will have his
Cellular Plan Transmission on the upcoming
October 7th.
On Saturday, we distributed 1,000 leaflets for
a conference that was going to take place that
same evening. We were in the hall of the
station, 10 meters from the police station
which, after one hour, no longer supported us
and kicked us out. We continued 150 meters
from the exit and returned on our tippy-toes...
and again, we were kicked out. Except for
Gabriel, who like no other, cast a spell on this
poor guy who was trying to get in his way…
As for us, we weren’t affected and set out
again for a second site, where we remained
until 6 p.m.
Princess Loona and Joel near the crop-circle display

A little later, at the location of the conference,
the speech and majesty of Princess Loona were like pearls for the neurons of the 7 new people who had
joined us.
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After a good night of rest with the captain, we returned to diffuse and there, would you believe what
happened?!! Marcel Farina seduced once again. The day before, he had sold 1 French T12 and 1 in
English, and again, he ended by selling 1 Spanish T12. What class!
It was an action of a tightly-knit team, because each one of us was able to emit what was deep within
him: a hope without fault for the future of our Humanity with the love of our fathers to guide us.
Kisses,
Joël Garcia
(in the photograph with Princess Loona)

Spanish Lecture In Miami

Andre Pinsonneault, Responsible for Florida

6th September in Miami, FL: Tonight was the first lecture
totally in Spanish from the team for the Spanish community lead
by Nadine. About a dozen people to assist and listen to the
words of Jesus Rojas who gave an excellent presentation in
perfect order, direct to the point and with all the love and
harmony he possesses. We can feel the ‘fuego’ in him, perhaps
it was the seminar in Colombia…
The people stayed behind and asked many questions - they did
not want to leave. 4 bought the book and one bought the Sensual Meditation CD. Most of them left their
contact information and were invited for next week’s Pot Luck at Donna’s place.
Bravo again to the Spanish team in Miami led by Joe Beyhan assisted by Raquel and Luis.

In France
France is dotted with many self-righteous
people and some are united within a new
commission: "Parliamentary Board of
Inquiry relative to the influence of the
Movements in Sect Characteristics and the
consequences of their Practices on the
Physical and Mental Health of Minors".
For an immediate action, decided two
days before at a meeting with the CAP
(Co-ordination of Associations and Private
Individuals
for
the
Freedom
of
Conscience) 4 Raëliens put everything
aside and were present last Tuesday in
front of the French National Assembly:
Jean Pierre, Maryline, Nathalie, Didier.
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The Aim:
To inform the media and deputies present at the French National Assembly of the faults of the new Board
of Inquiry on the "Dangers of the Sects towards Children and Minors", by distributing an informative
booklet - "The Anomalies of a Parliamentary Board of Inquiry" available on the site:
http://www.coordiap.com
For your information, among the anomalies revealed by this document:
-

The
The
The
The

short amount of time taken to create the Commission: 24 hours;
number of deputies who participated in the debates: 10 (1.47 % of the deputies);
voting deputies almost unanimously proclaimed themselves as Members of the Commission;
official investigations showing the untimeliness of such a Commission;

In 11 years, 26 Parliamentary Boards of Inquiry were created. 3 on the therapeutic, spiritual and religious
movements, and none on the subjects affecting young people: drugs, suicide, paedophilia, violence in the
suburbs!
Summary of the day:
2 CAP documents were given by Nathalie and Didier to the newspaper Eureka, and TF1.
9 documents transmitted officially, by the request of Jean Pierre, directly to the members of the
Board of Inquiry, via the National Assembly service.
According to a Scientologist friend who saw the debates, the documents were actually distributed during
the meeting, to the deputies as well as the President of the Commission, George Fenech.
This one, faced with the fait accompli, and in front of live cameras, requested that members "do not let
yourselves be intimidated" by these documents [sic]. (Intimidated by what?, considering these texts are
only the re-transcription of the remarks of the members of this commission!).
Mission Accomplished!

EDO-PERIOD UFO
Info sent to us by the Korean PR Team…

The Iwase Bunko Library has in its possession a document entitled Hyouryuukishuu (”Tales of Castaways”),
which was printed during the late Edo period (1603-1868).
The document recounts the stories of Japanese sailors who found themselves in foreign lands after
becoming lost at sea, as well as castaway foreigners washed ashore on the beaches of Japan. To the
Japanese people, who at the time had been living in a prolonged period of national isolation, these exotic
tales must have seemed very fantastic.

Among these stories is the account of a wrecked ship with a very mysterious appearance.
According to the document, this vessel washed ashore at Harashagahama in Hitachi-no-kuni (present-day
Ibaraki prefecture). The body of the ship, described as 3.3 meters tall and 5.4 meters wide, had been built
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from red sandalwood and iron and was fitted with windows of glass or crystal. The mysterious characters
of an unknown alphabet were found inscribed inside the vessel.
Aboard the drifting vessel was a finely dressed young woman with a pale face and red eyebrows and hair.
She was estimated to be between 18 and 20 years old. Because she spoke an unfamiliar tongue, those
that encountered her were unable to determine from whence she came. In her arms she clutched a plain
wooden box that appeared to be of great value to her, as she would allow nobody to approach it.

The document shows a portion of the text found inside the ship (see left).
Other Edo-period documents describe variations of this mysterious encounter. Toen
Shousetsu (1825), a book by Kyokutei Bakin (who is most famous for his 106-volume
samurai epic Nansou Satomi Hakkenden) tells the story of the same encounter, referring
to the strange vessel as the utsuro-fune (”hollow ship”). Another variation of this tale
appears in Ume no Chiri (1844), penned by a relatively unknown author named
Nagahashi Matajirou. A thorough analysis of these two variations of the story can be
found in a translated article by Kazuo Tanaka titled “Did a Close Encounter of the Third
Kind Occur on a Japanese Beach in 1803?”
Contemporary fans of the paranormal know this ship as the Edo-period UFO.
[Link: Hyouryuukishuu in the Iwase Bunko Collection]
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TO YOU, BELOVED PROPHET
BY DAVID TAYLOR, Vancouver Canada

Many of us did not want to live, lost among the forests and jungles of government, ignorance and the
traditions of the past.
Lost in a blizzard of freezing ideas and blissful beauty, we would take another step towards the hope of the
setting sun, but as we awake, we could feel the bitter cold of hate, as we lost our dreams, to live, to
contemplate.
To good to be true, was it true, could it be, there is no way, is it really true, is it possible that I do not
have to feel blue.
So ,we listen, we ask, and we read, I do not believe, as time goes by, I see, I hear, I feel, and understand,
I have kissed the truth thanks to a certain man in his youth.
AAAAAHHHHHHHH….MMMMMMMMM YES!!!! We have heard!!! We, the lucky ones.
You have found us, amongst the stars that have crashed to earth. You said yes to your mission of love, to
spread your wings like that of a white dove.
So many people do not understand ,but we ,who have heard you, love you ,laughed with you, and do
understand, will stand tall all together or alone, but it is our love all together which makes the most
beautiful tone.
Long ago there was a dream in a conscious mind; we are that dream, of Love, lots of fun and a little dust,
OOOHHH YAHHH lots of sex.
There are no words; there are no words.
What a dream to be close to you, You are my best friend, the greatest teacher, The one I respect the
most. When we think of you, our minds become blank with conscious thoughts, but clear with love
There just aren’t words to express our thanks our love and infinite gratitude of sharing part of your life
with us.
We are you; you are us, in a galactic bowl of eternal stardust,
You tell us you are just the messenger, for all of us; you are, the way, the light, our example of love you
tell us not to be concerned, you said, YES!! Thirty years ago, this has brought us all together for love and
pleasure, THANK YOU!!?
Now we have a bigger dream, the day the ELOHIM return,
Forever together, dear beloved RAEL. Thank you 1001 times
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